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We present 11.7% efficient p-type crystalline silicon solar cells with a nanoscale textured surface and no dielectric antireflection
coating. We propose nanocrystalline-like textured surface consisting of nanocrystalline columnar structures of diameters from 50
to 100 nmand depth of about 500 nm formed by reactive-ion etching (RIE) inmultihollow cathode system.This novel nano textured
surface acts as an antireflective absorbing surface of c-Si abbreviate as ARNAB (antireflective nanoabsorber). Light shining on the
surface of RIE-etched silicon bounces back and forth between the spikes in such a way that most of it never comes back. Radio
frequency (RF) hollow cathode discharge allows an improvement of plasma density by an order of magnitude in comparison to
standardRFparallel-plate discharge.Desirable black silicon layer has been achievedwhenRFpower of about 20Watt per one hollow
cathode glow is applied for our multihollow cathode system. The RF power frequency was 13.56MHz. The antireflection property
of ARNAB textured surface has been investigated and compared with wet-textured and PECVD coated silicon samples. Solar cell
using low-cost spin-on coating technique has been demonstrated in this paper. We have successfully achieved 11.7% efficient large
area (98 cm2) ARNAB textured crystalline silicon solar cell using low-cost spin-on coating (SOD) doping.

1. Introduction

Surface texturization is usually promoted to enhance the
light absorption in silicon solar cells [1]. Wet anisotropic
chemical etching technique used to form random pyramidal
structure on ⟨100⟩ mono-crystalline silicon wafers usually is
not effective in texturing of low-cost multicrystalline silicon
wafers because of random orientation nature. The quality of
lower cost multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) solar cell perfor-
mance is close to that of monocrystalline solar cell, with the
major difference resulting from the inability to texture mc-
Si surface. Expensive antireflection layers like silicon nitride
and magnesium fluoride have been applied to mc-Si solar
cells front surface to reduce light reflection. Recently, various
forms of surface texturing approach have been applied to
mc-Si surface including laser structuring [2], mechanical
diamond saw cutting [3], porous-Si etching [4–7], photo-
lithographically defined etching [8], and reactive-ion etching
(RIE) method [9]. From the Sandia report (S. H. Zaidi,

SAND2000-0919, Sandia contract #BE-8229, April 2000), it is
evident that different gas mixture can be used for fabrication
of nanotextured silicon surfaces. Jansen et al. [10] reported on
a black siliconmethod in planar parallel-plate system reactors
for SF

6
/CHF

3
/O
2
plasma. Only SF

6
/O
2
plasma chemistry

was sufficient to have antireflective nanoabsorber textured
surface looks black surfaces. In the SF

6
/O
2
plasma, SF

6
is the

source of active fluorine that etches silicon and O
2
supply

oxygen radicals that passivate the surface of the etched silicon
structures. The microstructures consist of a silicon body
with a thin passivating siliconoxyfluoride skin. The origin
of micromasks on the top of the etched silicon structures is
caused by the silicon surface contaminations. An extensive
study of SF

6
/O
2
RIE in parallel-plate reactors was done by

Sandia group [11] for silicon solar cell application. Different
shapes of etched microstructures were observed. When a
certain balance between the etching and the passivation was
found, nearly vertical walls of the structures were obtained.
Special technique received a patent support for sputtering
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of proposed multihollow cathode system.

metal contaminations on the surface so-called metal-catalyst
approach [12]. Some research work related to the black
silicon solar cell was already reported elsewhere but their
experimental conditions and processes were different [13–15].
NREL previously had demonstrated that their nanostructures
reflected less light than the best antireflection layers of a
solar cell. But until now, they had not been able to achieve
overall efficiency with their black silicon cells that could
approach the best marks for other silicon cells. Oh, Yuan, and
Branz first had to determine why the increased surface area
of the nanostructures dramatically reduced the collection of
electricity and hurt the voltage and current of the cells [16].

Possibility of other types of reactors to produce the
antireflective nanoabsorber textured silicon surfaces is very
important. We are reporting about the possibility to obtain
antireflective nanoabsorber (ARNAB) textured surface in a
RF multihollow cathode discharge. Due to the low-voltage
operating characteristics, RIE in RF multihollow cathode
system produces lower plasma-induced damage to silicon
than that of the conventional RF diode plasma systems. Mul-
tielectrode embodiment makes our RF multihollow cathode
system adapt to a high-production environment.

In this paper, we have reported the formation of uniform
antireflective nanoabsorber (ARNAB) texturing silicon
surface on crystalline silicon (c-Si) using RF multihollow
cathode system. We have also reported the fabrication of
ARNAB texture c-Si solar cells using a low-cost spin-on
doping (SOD) technique.

2. Experimental

2.1. Multihollow Cathode Reactor. The Multihollow cathode
reactor used in our experiment for ARNAB textured etching
of c-Si is shown in Figure 1. The hollow cathode reactor
consists of a Pyrex tube, defining the vacuum chamber, with
a grounded metal cylindrical electrode outside acting as a
counter electrode for an assembly of powered aluminumelec-
trodes which are in electrical contact with silicon wafers. The
last plate electrodes have diameters of 150mm.The electrodes
are electrically and structurally connected by metal supports
close to their outer rim to have separation of the electrodes
equal to 25mm. The Pyrex tube has inside diameter equal

to 190mm. Applied RF power creates electrical field at each
powered electrode surface causing excitation of reactive gases
in spaces preferably between the silicon wafers to produce a
high level of ionization of the gas and dense plasma therein.

These dense plasma regions are obtained by means of
repelling movement of entrapped electrons between the
powered electrodes, so-called hollow cathode effect [17].
Uniform micromasks disposition on the silicon surface is
a necessary condition for uniform texturing. The origin of
micromasks in our case may be the result of resputtering of
both the aluminum electrodes and the Pyrex tube. Initially,
we have taken 1–5 ohm⋅cm, ⟨100⟩, p-type 350-micron-thick
as-cutmc-Si wafers as a startingmaterial. Before ARNAB tex-
tured etching, we have textured mc-Si wafer by conventional
NaOH-IPA texturing.

Plasma etching process was developed that used SF
6
/O
2

mixtures to produce a randomly textured silicon surface
which looks black to naked eye.The silicon surface is covered
by a lot of columnar microstructures to have this property.
Desirable texturing result was achieved when RF power of
about 20W per one hollow cathode glow is applied for
our multihollow cathode reactor. RF power frequency was
13.56MHz. The SF

6
/O
2
partial pressure ratio was 2.5 and the

etching pressurewas 50mTorr for plasma glowing conditions.
The texturing time was 20min. After ARNAB textured etch-
ing using multihollow cathode plasma system, the textured
surface looks like a black surface.

We have investigated random texturing of Si aimed at
reducing Si reflection in the visible IR spectral regions byUV-
VIS-NIR spectrophotometer.

2.2. Fabrication of RIE ARNAB Textured Crystalline Silicon
Solar Cell. In this experiment a phosphosilicate filmwas used
as the SOD source for diffusion. SOD phosphosilica film was
coated on front surface of theARNAB textured silicon surface
by spinning technique followed by thermal baking in a hot-
air oven. Wafers were then annealed in IR furnace at 855∘C
for 2min followed by 1 hour cooling in presence of N

2
and

O
2
gas ambience. The IR furnace temperature profile during

SODhas been given in Table 1.The optimized sheet resistance
of the SODdoping onRIEARNAB textured surface is 60Ω/◻.
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Table 1: Parameters of a typical IR furnace SOD diffusion.

Heating cycle in sec. Cooling cycle in sec. Plateau temp. and time N2 flow cc/min O2 flow cc/min
50 to 684∘C 684 to 800∘C 800 to 500∘C 500 to 100∘C 800∘C and 180 sec 100 50
120 60 120 180

Start with as cut p-type  

silicon wafer
NaOH-IPA   
texturization

ARNAB texturization using 
hollow cathode plasma

SOD diffusion using 
RTA furnace followed  

by PSG removal

Front and back of diffused   
crystalline silicon wafer using 
screen printed metallization  
followed baking and cofiring

Laser 
edge 

isolation

Finished crystalline silicon solar cell with 
ARNAB texturization for testing

⟨100⟩, crystalline

Figure 2: Flow chart for fabrication of ARNAB c-Si solar cells using SOD diffusion.

After diffusion, the residual silica film was removed by
dilute HF solution. The edge isolation of all diffused wafers
was carried out using standard coin-stacking andwet-etching
technique. The back and front metallization of the diffused
black silicon wafers were carried out using standard Al-paste
andAg-paste screen printedmetallization technique followed
by baking and cofiring at temperature of 715∘C in a conveyer
belt furnace. The detailed flow chart for fabrication of RIE
ARNAB textured c-Si solar cell using SOD diffusion is shown
in Figure 2.

3. Results and Discussion

We have carried out scanning electron microscope (SEM)
investigation of these randomly ARNAB textured etched
silicon surfaces. From the SEMmicrograph Figure 3, we have
found that the ARNAB textured silicon surface is the silicon
surface covered by a lot of columnar microstructures. The
columnar microstructures have diameters from 50 to 100 nm
and depth of about 500 nm. The region of technological
conditions was very narrow to have good uniformity for
large-area silicon surface looking all most black.The sidewall
passivation of etched columns with silicon oxide is very sen-
sitive to oxygen content at the silicon surface. Any deficiency
of oxygen was a main cause of changing from black surface
to polished one.

Moreover in our hollow cathode system, RF hollow
cathode discharge allows an improvement of plasma density
by an order of magnitude in comparison to standard RF
parallel-plate discharge. The increase in the plasma density
has been achieved with the hollow cathode configuration
and it is attributed to the so-called “electron mirror” effect,
in which a negative self-developed bias voltage on the two
opposing RF powered electrodes helps to increase the density
of the high-energy electrons (responsible for ionization) and
to also reduce their recombination rate.

Figure 3: SEM photomicrograph of top view of RIE ARNAB tex-
tured c-Si surface.

It is also noticed that the hollow cathode effect can be
enhanced by appropriate discharge confinement that results
in raising plasma density, an increase in the ion flow to
the electrodes (substrates), and a decrease in the average
ion energy. The electrons have much higher mobility than
the ions and they are very easily collected on an electrode
whenever it becomes positive with respect to the glow space.
This fact, in turn, causes depletion of electrons from the dark
space with a consequent rise in potential of the glow space
with respect to the electrodes.

Figure 4(a) shows a typical spectral reflectance ofARNAB
textured surface compared to NaOH-IPA textured with
and without SiN

𝑥
ARC. We have also carried out spectral

reflectance measurement experiment with finished solar cells
using aforesaid surface structures as shown in Figure 4(b).

The ARNAB textured c-Si solar cell shows almost no
significant reflection in the region from 300 nm to 1100 nm
wavelength of light compared to PECVD SiN

𝑥
AR coated

NaOH-IPA wet-textured c-Si solar cell. The reflectance char-
acteristic curve of ARNAB textured c-Si solar cell as shown
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Figure 4: (a) Reflectance of ARNAB textured silicon surface along with PECVD SIN
𝑥
coated textured surface. (b) Reflectance of ARNAB

textured silicon solar cell along with and without PECVD SIN
𝑥
coated textured Solar Cells.

in Figure 4(b) indicates the probability of effective increase of
carrier generation due to almost nil light reflection from the
nanotextured surface.This is one of the important indications
to achieve high-efficiency c-Si solar cell fabrication even
without addition of SiN

𝑥
or TiO

2
like high-cost antireflection

coating process step and also increase the total throughput
rate of overall production process line. The performance of
the black silicon solar cells was measured under the standard
100mW/cm2 AM1.5 (air mass) global spectrum at 25∘C and
all electrical parameters have been extracted using least-
square fit of the single silicon solar cell diode model [18] as
shown in Table 2.

Light-illuminated current-voltage (LIV) characteristic is
shown in Figure 5. From Table 1, we have observed that the
efficiency of SOD diffused ARNAB textured c-Si solar cell is
around 11.7%.

In our SOD RIE ARNAB textured silicon solar cell
experiment, we observed that the open-circuit voltage (𝑉oc)
and short current (𝐼sc) of SOD diffused solar cell is not
sufficiently high value as shown in Figure 5 and Table 2. This
may be due to the low value of shunt resistance and high
series, respectively, as mentioned in Table 2 leading to lower
value of fill factor (F.F) and thereby the efficiency of our
fabricated SOD diffused RIE textured c-Si solar cell.

Therefore by proper choosing of cofiring temperature, it
is possible to enhance the efficiency of SOD diffused ARNAB
textured c-Si solar cell up to 18 without any additional ARC.
RIE ARNAB textured surface and low-cost spin-on doping
diffusion are one of the probable routes for fabrication of
large-area high-efficiency c-Si solar cell without addition
antireflection coating.

Table 2: Electrical parameters of ARNAB textured c-Si Solar Cell.

Numbers of
parameters Description of electrical parameters Value

1 Open-circuit voltage (𝑉oc) in Volt 0.601
2 Short-circuit current (𝐼sc) in Amp. 2.899

3 Voltage at maximum power point (𝑉
𝑚
) in

Volt 0.468

4 Current at maximum power point (𝐼
𝑚
) in

Amp. 2.448

5 Power at maximum power point (𝑃
𝑚
) in

Watt 1.148

6 Fill factor (F.F) 0.658
7 Series resistance (𝑅

𝑠
) in Ohm 0.048

8 Shunt resistance (𝑅sh) in Ohm 5.158
9 Solar cell efficiency (𝐸ff) in % 11.7

4. Conclusion

We report the success of RIE ARNAB textured on c-Si sample
using multihollow cathode plasma system in this paper.
Plasma texturing has been shown to produce almost zero
reflectance of ARNAB textured silicon surfaces. Adjusting
necessary parameters of our multihollow cathode plasma
system can control the submicron feature size successfully
produced by this texturing. We have also shown that our
novel multihollow cathode plasma system has capability to
produce uniform nanostructure silicon-etched surface which
has the compatibility with the rest of the solar cell fabrication
process. We have successfully achieved 11.7% efficiency of
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Figure 5: Illuminated IV characteristic of 98 cm2 (pseudo-square)
ARNAB texture c-Si solar cell using SOD diffusion.

ARNAB textured c-Si solar cell using spin-on doping source
and RTP annealing for diffusion. Significant improvement
in solar cell performance can be expected in SOD diffused
ARNAB textured silicon solar cell by proper choosing belt
furnace firing temperature.
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